English: Sentence Level Work
Adverbs. Expanded noun phrases.
Comprehension questions

D&T: Sliders and levers on
greeting cards.
Art: Drawing background scenes.

Captions and labelling.

conjunctions, speech bubbles/inverted

Place value to 50 and multiplication
Numbers to 50, tens and ones

Yr 1&2
Monet Class

commas and apostrophes.

Measurement – Length and height

chronological reports; headings,

Measuring in cm and m.

subheadings, diagrams, fact boxes.

(when, if, because) conjunctions.

Equal groups. Arrays
sharing and grouping in division.

Examine the features of non-

(and, or, but) and subordinating

Counting in multiples of 2,5and 10.
Year 2: Division: Recap arrays for

Explanation: How do eggs hatch?

Explain a process. Using coordinating

Measurement – Length and height
Comparing and ordering lengths.

of Beegu who mistakenly lands on
of time, commas to list, subordinating

Revision of adding and subtracting.
Non-standard units. Measuring in cm.

Recount: Diary recounting the exploits
earth. First person, past tense adverbs

Maths Year 1: Addition and subtraction:

Comparing and ordering lengths

Journeys
Spring B 2021

Place value to 100 and multiplication
Numbers to 100. Counting in multiples
of 2,5,3 and 10. Equal groups. Arrays
Learning times tables 2,5 and 10.

History: Chronology of our lives.
Language of time.
Who was George Stephenson and why
is he so significant?

RE – Why does Easter matter
to Christians?
We will be developing our

Computing: Use algorithms to program
digital devices.
Yr1 using Beebots and Yr2 through
Scratch junior.

High, medium and low notes – do re mi

Safety contexts.
Lost and Found

understanding that God,
Incarnation, Gospel and
Salvation are part of the ‘Big
Story’ of the Bible.

We will

be exploring the stories of
Holy Week and Easter and

Music: The focus for this term is pitch.

PSHE: Managing risks.

making a link with Salvation
– Jesus rescuing people.

PE: Monet will be developing their
games skills for striking and fielding.
We will be learning core phrases in
gymnastics, using body shapes and
balance.

